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The memories of an Anonymous political prisoner 1807 this book is not an adventure or horror novel it is an account as simple as the author of the memoirs personal events and experiences are written spontaneously
and directly the hero narrating the ordeal of the years spent in jail as if talking to his next door neighbour the exceptions from the morphology and syntax rules only add to the authenticity of the story as the reading of the text
advances a question arises grows then becomes overwhelming how was it possible how could these creatures thrust such suffering in the flesh and the spirit of a human being a multiplied suffering amplified on the scale of
millions of people the hero sees himself thrust in a moment in the hell of the romanian political prisons and consequently treated as a political prisoner with all the dark connotations that this title hides in its fatal folds it is the
right to be beaten up to the loss of conscience the right to torment his comrades of suffering only to escape torture himself the right to starvation up to the point of dehumanization the right to work over your powers the right
to die or the right to find desperately that you have become a beast and yet how close they were to success they had crossed unnoticed the ploughed strip of the border separating them from freedom or at least so they
believed being in yugoslavia they also dreamt of getting to america but what disappointment and fear a group of serbian border guards cuts their way arrests them handcuffs them and after an investigation they deliver them
to the romanian border guards and the ordeal continues or it has just begun the horror of the story which risks to slip the reader s attention is that popică is not a political criminal his only fault is that he wanted to live in
america the communist authorities had declared the illegal border crossing to be a political offense popică did not even know the fact that the yugoslav authorities extradited the romanians they captured crossing the border
even if he had known it popică honest simple minded and god fearing as he was could not have understood how it was possible for a free people like the serbs whom their leader tito let leave and return to their country
anytime to extradite the romanian fugitives seeking freedom a romanian curse seemed to let romania have no common border with any free country in europe popică s first story contains the escape the crossing of the
ploughed strip of land the great flashing joy of success followed by the most bitter disappointment of their being captured by the yugoslav border guards the story until crossing the border seems trivial because all over the
world tens of thousands maybe hundreds of thousands of people cross borders illegally determined by political social or economic injustices in their country by unbearable climate changes by war or simply in the hope of a
better life the area of the great lakes in the united states is to this day full of the descendants of the 1920s romanian emigrants whom no one asked why they left why they returned whether they returned or why they stayed
these emigrants were not arrested by anyone on the border to be accused of intending to betray their homeland from now on popică s story turns into a tragedy as in a horror film the action takes a dramatic unreal turn it
turns into a nightmare into a long and unbearable suffering that will chase him and which he will try to escape from with a wounded animal roar this roar will be the present book in other words telling his suffering he could
wake up from the nightmare confessing his suffering the book becomes the confession of a martyr by telling it to everyone the author hopes to get rid of it or at least to alleviate it without franz kafka the writer s talent popică
manages to thrill us making us plunge into the kafkian universe van wagons with metallic structures heated mercilessly by the burning sun of triage stations wagons packed to capacity with detainees some of them sick and
suffocating screaming for lack of air feeling like dying the cells at jilava overcrowded with detainees even sleeping under the overlapped beds buckets full of fetid human waste placed near the pots of drinking water that
transport of old detainees who are simply overturned in the mud at the gate of the camp and who can no longer rise up from the mud because of exhaustion to the amusement of the guards sinister onlookers in security guard
uniforms watching the spectacle of human humiliation popică with his story opens up the gates of the hell built in romania by the romanian security at stalin s order and executed by his loyal servants from the central
committee of the romanian workers party popică understood that dumitrache had already been dead when they brought him the bread roll and the kettle with water but he played the innocent for fear of punishment he
understood that he had to play the role all the way thus facilitating the scenario of dumitrache s escape attempt up to the moment of dumitrache s attempt to escape the destiny of the memoirs author resembled that of
dumitrache s both of them had been arrested investigated beaten and then sent to the peninsula or the poarta albă to die of cold starvation and working rules impossible to accomplish here the likeness of the two destinies
ceases popică had remained inside while ion dumitrache had dared to go outside and had become a victim of the temptation to correct his destiny he fell into the hands of the security guards who beat him to death then they
hung him with wires at the corner of the barracks and left him there as an example to scare the other prisoners dumitrache s figure hanging from the pillar his fallen head and his bruised face impressed him strongly
dumitrache looked there on the pillar like christ crucified on the cross this likeness shook him to non oblivion the emotional shock he lived through made him write this testimony over the years certainly popică did not notice
the directorial talent of the security guards who staged the great misfortune indeed in the forced labor colony where the drama happened no other escape attempts were reported the questions that have arisen deeply human
questions are who has triumphed in the dumitrache case the security guards who tortured and killed dumitrache isn t it dumitrache the real winner who succeeded by his death to exchange the ordeal of detention with eternity
is it popică the winner who endured the ordeal to the end and confessed it by writing these memoirs the answer to these questions is personal it is the answer that every reader will whisper to himself herself post scriptum i
cannot put an end to this warning without expressing my profound sense of admiration to professor cornel goia for his tireless work as a chronicler of these incredible sufferings undergone in the romanian political prisons to
keep them away from this dreadful death that is oblivion
The Paraphrase of an Anonymous Greek Writer 1744 the instant 1 new york times bestseller january 2019 everyone is talking about people magazine s book of the week bookish s must read books of winter popsugar s
best books of winter cosmopolitan s 2019 books to bring to your book club bookbub s biggest books of winter refinery 29 s best books of january 2019 crime reads january s best psychological thrillers instyle s 7 books that you
should resolve to read this january hellogiggles the 50 most anticipated books of 2019 usa today s 5 new books not to miss marie claire s the best women s fiction of 2019 so far hypable s winter releases you can t afford to
miss hendricks and pekkanen are at the top of their game you won t see the final twist coming people magazine beware strange psychologists the authors know exactly how to play on their characters love of danger to bring
them to the brink of disaster and dare them to jump off new york times book review slickly twisty with gasp worthy final twists major league suspense publishers weekly starred review for those who relished the creepy stalking
in hendricks and pekkanen s the wife between us this unnerving tale will have them rethinking what secrets are safe to share and if moral and ethics really matter when protecting the ones you love library journal starred
review masterfully escalates the suspense booklist starred review looking to earn some easy cash jessica farris agrees to be a test subject in a psychological study about ethics and morality but as the study moves from the
exam room to the real world the line between what is real and what is one of dr shields s experiments blurs dr shields seems to know what jess is thinking and what she s hiding jessica s behavior will not only be monitored but
manipulated caught in a web of attraction deceit and jealousy jess quickly learns that some obsessions can be deadly from the authors of the blockbuster bestseller the wife between us greer hendricks and sarah pekkanen an
anonymous girl will keep you riveted through the last shocking twist
An Answer to the First Part of an Anonymous Pamphlet 1808 over a decade after anonymous first appeared it has grown from a small band of hacktivists to a global collective with organized national cells in half the
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countries on earth and 2 5 million dedicated participants worldwide dark ops explores four years in the history of the global and viral meme of revolution called anonymous as it continues to battle the forces of evil bent on
world domination as nato and the five eyes nations continue to war on anonymous the global collective strikes some fearful blows in return join commander x and other anons as they take you on a grand adventure and lead us
all into the mysterious dark ops darkops cf
Letter to the Writer of an Anonymous Pamphlet in Defence of Plays ... 1800 rahul sooknanan is a pen name the story of mudgar and all the characters are largely true names have been changed to protect mudgar from further
retribution mudgar is a descendant of phoolmatie and chandanand two indentured labourers who crossed the kala pani to forge a new life in trinidad mudgar lived on the precipice of both excess and success his life became a
journey towards greater opportunities as he worked his way through an education at new york university and cambridge toward great professional success as a sought after business consultant and university professor and
then in a single year several acts of violence shattered his home his family and indeed his life unable to work or even maintain his concentration his downward spiral culminated in losing everything through a series of frauds
committed against him only at the end did he truly know what he had loved and lost in his own words i have never done things in halves i have loved and failed severally hated and loved in equal measure sex and alcohol were
choices i accept all consequences and blame none for my troubles
A Letter to the Author of an Anonymous Treatise on Inspiration, Lately Printed at York. By Joseph Entwisle 1836 reproduction of the original
Strictures on certain parts of an anonymous pamphlet entitled, “The truth vindicated;” with evidences of the sound and Christian views of the Society of Friends on the subject of The Holy Scriptures
1744 concerns the election of christopher golding as warden of winchester college
An Answer to the first part of an anonymous pamphlet entitled "Observations upon the conduct and behaviour of a certain sect usually distinguished by the name of Methodists." Second edition 1836 in
a life time surrounded by people knowing every facet of each person is fascinating this serves as the major drive for penning down the thoughts into poetry this book is a compilation of her feelings flooded emotions it s her
quora the questions she had the answers she seeked the stories she had the escape she seeked in various situations with various people experience the swirl as you immerse into the whirlpool of an ordinary girl s mind and
indulge into the depth of her experiences as she tries to rhyme
Reply to the letter of an anonymous writer [on the Maltese question] under the false signature of 'Veritas', published in 'The Morning post' 29 March, 1836. [signed Evangelium]. Tr. from the Italian 1744 a decade after
anonymous first appeared it has grown from a small band of hacktivists to a global collective with organized national cells in half the countries on earth and 2 5 million dedicated participants worldwide behind the mask
explores four critical years in the formation of anonymous as it solidified into the most powerful movement in human history join commander x and other anons from those early days as they take you on a grand adventure and
give everyone a small glimpse behind the mask behindthemask cf
An answer to the first and second part of an anonymous pamphlet, entitled Observations upon the conduct and behaviour of a certain sect usually distinguished by the name of Methodists, in two
letters to ... the Bishop of London, and the other Bishops concern'd in the publication thereof. The two parts of the Observations herein answered are prefixed 2019-01-08 includes beginning sept 15 1954
and on the 15th of each month sept may a special section school library journal issn 0000 0035 called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately
An Anonymous Girl 2017-06-18 recent catastrophic business failures have caused some to rethinkthe value of the audit with many demanding that auditors take moreresponsibility for fraud detection this book provides
forensicaccounting specialists experts in uncovering fraud with newcoverage on the latest pcaob auditing standards the foreigncorrupt practices act options fraud as well as fraud in china andits implications auditors are
equipped with the necessarypractical aids case examples and skills for identifyingsituations that call for extended fraud detection procedures
Dark Ops: An Anonymous Story 2023-04-29 many observers greeted the second vatican council 1962 65 as the most important religious event in the twentieth century its implementation and impact are still being felt in
the catholic church the wider christian world and beyond one sea change that vatican ii brought concerned roman catholic attitudes towards judaism islam and other religions gerald o collins breaks fresh ground by examining
in detail five documents from the council which embodied a new mindset about other religious faiths and mandated changes that quickly led to international and national dialogues between the catholic church and the
followers of non christian religions the book also includes chapters on the insights that prepared the way for the rethinking expressed by vatican ii and on the follow up to the council s teaching found in the work of pope john
paul ii and jacques dupuis o collins ably illustrates how the council made a startling advance in official catholic teaching about followers of other living faiths carefully researched the book is written in the clear accessible style
that readers of previous works by o collins will recognize
The Memoir of the Brief Life and Death of An Anonymous Son of the Indian Diaspora 1801 fourteen year old jennie s life is turning upside down her father has walked out and her anguished mother seeks solace in
pills her best friend practically abandons her to be with a boyfriend it seems like jennie s real best friend is her diary then she meets mr johnstone the substitute math teacher jennie has never met such a charismatic teacher
she feels honored when mr j seems to single her out for special attention and begins to fantasize about him as her boyfriend when mr j first reveals his feelings for her she is thrilled by the relationship that grows outside the
classroom walls then slowly jennie s diary becomes a record of her loneliness pain and confusion will it also offer her a way to escape from this treacherous love
Answer to an anonymous Letter [signed: A Seeker of Truth], dated September 18. 1777, on Predestination and Free-Will, with a postscript on eternal punishments 1848 what s done in the dark murderer is a title she never
expected to wear friend sure boss hell yes but murderer never if only she hadn t threatened exactly that just before someone winds up dead and her fingerprints are all over the murder weapon always comes to light all he
wanted was to live a quiet life without all the danger and darkness of his past those plans are blown when he s accused of a crime he has nothing to do with leaving him with a hard decision remain in the shadows or do what
he can to help a friend when other crimes start stacking up the handiwork of an anonymous suspect with an unknown vendetta they ll discover something that flips their worlds upside down a murder accusation may be the
least of their worries
A Statement of Facts connected with an anonymous circular, and the proceedings at certain meetings lately held of Actuaries and others officially connected with Life Assurance Companies 1825 a summary of state campaign
finance laws with quick reference charts for the u s territories and possessions
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A reply to an anonymous pamphlet, entitled "A refutation of the mis-statements contained in an anonymous pamphlet ... circulated by the London Dock Company, etc 1737 who in his right mind wants to
talk to a shrink i don t want to talk about anything i don t want to feel anything taste anything or anything the lyrics just dying to die run around in my brain day and night fifteen year old sam is in pain he comes to the
therapist s office unwillingly angry depressed and filled with guilt over his own self destructive behavior he is being drawn deeper and deeper into a black hole of despair from which he sees no way out the road back this is the
real life story of sam s recovery told from tapes of his therapy sessions it tells what drove him to leave home how he survived on the street and why he was desperate to escape from the brutality of the gang that had become
his family and from the torment of his own self loathing for every teen who has experienced the pain and loneliness of a no way out darkness and for all those who love them here is the light that can lead the way back
Answers to an Anonymous Pamphlet consisting of five Letters very lately published: in opposition whereto, is prov'd ... that all Scripture is equally of Divine original ... By a Student of Divinity
2023-05-18 i am so scared i feel like i m silently screaming for help and no one pays any attention of tries to hear me i can t control anything anymore it s all out to get me when kim can t handle things she eats then she
purges sometimes she fasts she knows she isn t as thin as the other girls on her gymnastics team and she s worried that now away from home for the first time as a college freshman she won t be able to live up to
expectations especially her own eating is the one thing she can control or can she
The Log-Cabin Lady; An Anonymous Autobiography 1759 this book examines the criminal justice decisions of the rehnquist court era through analyses of individual justices contributions to the development of law and policy
the rehnquist court era 1986 2005 produced a period of opportunity for the u s supreme court s judicial conservatives to reshape constitutional law concerning rights in the criminal justice process it was an era in which the
court produced many hotly debated decisions concerning such issues as capital punishment search and seizure police interrogations and prisoners rights the court s most conservative justice william h rehnquist ascended to
the key leadership position of chief justice and he was joined on the court by two new appointees antonin scalia and clarence thomas who were equally supportive of both greater authority for police and limited definitions of
constitutional rights for suspects defendants and criminal offenders the rehnquist court era decisions refined and narrowed many of the rights expanding decisions of the warren court era 1953 1969 however the supreme court
did not ultimately eliminate the warren era s foundational rights concepts in criminal justice such as the exclusionary rule and miranda warnings as the leading liberal voices of the warren era william brennan and thurgood
marshall retired early in the rehnquist era the court experienced continued advocacy of broad conceptions for many rights through the increased assertiveness of republican appointees harry blackmun john paul stevens and
david souter as well as the arrival of new democratic appointees ruth bader ginsburg and stephen breyer in many important cases the justices advocating the preservation of constitutional protections could prevail even on a
generally conservative court by persuading one or more of president ronald reagan s appointees to support a particular right for suspects and defendants sandra day o connor and anthony kennedy in particular shaped
outcomes within a divided court as they determined which of the court s wings with which they would align in a particular case the contributors to this volume identify and highlight the unique perspectives and influential
decisions of individual justices as the means for understanding the rehnquist court s imprint on criminal justice
An Answer to an Anonymous Letter to Dr. Lowth 1753
Calumny Detected, Or, an Answer to an Anonymous Appendix, Lately Published, to the Short State of the Case of Mr. Cumming, Late Collector of Excise in Aberdeen.. 1765
Remarks on an anonymous tract [by T. Secker] entitled An answer to dr. Mayhew's Observations on ... the Society for the propagation of the gospel. Repr 2018-05-20
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